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The Struture of Clusters with Bimodal Distributions of Galaxy RadialVeloities. II: A1775A. I. Kopylov1 and F. G. Kopylova11Speial Astrophysial Observatory of the Russian AS, Nizhnij Arkhyz 369167, Russia(Reeived Marh 10, 2009; Revised Marh 24, 2009)We analyze the struture of the luster of galaxies Abell 1775 (α = 13h42m, δ = +26◦22′,
cz ≈ 21000 km/s), whih exhibits a bimodal distribution of radial veloities of the ontaininggalaxies. The di�erene of the subluster radial veloities is ∆V ≈ 2900 km/s. We usethe results of our photometri observations made with the 1-m telesope of the SpeialAstrophysial Observatory of the Russian Aademy of Sienes and the spetrosopi andphotometri data from the SDSS DR6 atalog to determine independent distanes to thesublusters via three di�erent methods: the Kormendy relation, photometri plane, andfundamental plane. We �nd that the A1775 luster onsists of two independent lusters,A1775A (cz = 19664 km/s) and A1775B (cz = 22576 km/s), eah loated at its own Hubbledistane and having small peuliar veloities. Given the veloity dispersions of 324 km/s and581 km/s and the dynami masses within the R200 radius equal to 0.6× 1014 and 3.3× 1014

M⊙, the A1775A and A1775B lusters have the K-band luminosity-to-mass ratios of 29 and61, respetively. A radio galaxy with an extended tail belongs to the A1775B luster.1. INTRODUCTIONWhen testing the osmologial models, it is important to know the relation between the ve-loities of peuliar motions and the masses of sublusters on sale lengths exeeding the sizes ofthe virialized regions of galaxy lusters. A onsiderable part of rih lusters is known to onsistof several sublusters loated along the same line of sight. Of speial interest are the ases wherethe distribution of galaxy veloities in a luster has a bimodal form with the di�erene betweenthe mean radial veloities of sublusters amounting to 2500�3500 km/s. Suh veloity di�erenesobserved may exist either due to the gravitational interation between the sublusters in massivelusters, or they may result from the projetion of unassoiated lusters onto the same line of sight.Hayashi and White [1℄ theoretially estimated the limiting veloities in ase of ollisions of galaxylusters in the ΛCDM model.We seleted four rih lusters (A1035, A1569, A1775, A1831) with a bimodal distribution ofradial veloities of the ontaining galaxies (∆V ∼ 3000 km/s) to diretly (i.e., independently of their
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Figure 1. Distribution of the radial veloities of galaxies in the region of the A1775 luster that are loatedwithin 45
′ of the double galaxy (α = 13
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′′).redshifts) determine the distanes to their sublusters and identify the nature of their interation. Inthe �rst paper of this series [2℄ we published the results of our study of the A1035 luster and showedthat the A1035A and A1035B sublusters are atually independent lusters. The A1775 luster thatwe study in this paper is remarkable in that it ontains at its enter a lose pair of giant elliptialgalaxies [3℄ having a great di�erene between their radial veloities, amounting to about 1900 km/s.Both objets are radio galaxies and one of them has a very long radio tail [4�7℄ due to high veloityof its motion with respet to the gas of the luster. The presene of two sublusters in the regionof A1775 was pointed out by a number of authors [8�10℄, however, a small number of galaxies withmeasured radial veloities (about �fty) made it impossible to unambiguously determine whetherthey are interating (olliding) with eah other. It also remained unlear as to whih sublusterdoes the tailed radio galaxy belong. The problem of the interation between the sublusters is alsoof interest, beause the A1775 luster is a rather powerful X-ray soure, e.g., [11�13℄.The primary aim of this paper is to determine the struture of the A1775 luster (the line-of-sight distane between the sublusters) using three methods of diret distane estimates for early-



3type galaxies. We use the observational material obtained with the 1-m telesope of the SpeialAstrophysial Observatory of the Russian Aademy of Sienes (the SAO RAS) and the data ofthe SDSS DR6 atalog (Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 6). We also use the data from the2MASS atalog to determine the infrared luminosities of the lusters.The present paper has the following layout. In Setion 2 we desribe the samples of early-typegalaxies; in Setion 3 we determine diret distanes to the sublusters of the A1775 luster. InConlusions we disuss the results obtained. We adopt here the following osmologial parameters:
Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, H0 = 70 km/s/Mp.2. DESCRIPTION OF DATAIn this setion we desribe the observational data for early-type galaxies that we use to determinethe relative distanes to the subsystems in the A1775 luster. Aording to Abell's atalog [14℄,the radial veloity of the luster is cz ≃ 21000 km/s, it has rihness lass of 2 and belongs to theBautz-Morgan I type. The data of the SDSS DR6 atalog [15℄ allow two sublusters (A1775A andA1775B) to be identi�ed. This beomes evident from the distribution of radial veloities in theluster region, whih we demonstrate in Fig. 1. The radio galaxy with a long tail has a radialveloity of cz = 20812 km/s, whih is loated approximately midway between the peaks of thebimodal distribution. The 2.5 σ-riterion of galaxy seletion, whih we usually employed to seletluster members [16℄, marks this galaxy as a nonmember of the A1775B subluster. However,there is evidene suggesting that this galaxy interats with the brightest galaxy at the enter ofthe A1775B luster. The hot gas in the luster is substantially perturbed [17℄: the X-ray radiationof the gas in the entral region exhibits temperature and surfae-brightness irregularities, and theenter of the X-ray radiation does not oinide with the brightest galaxy in the luster due to,apparently, the high-veloity �yby of the tailed radio galaxy aross the enter of the luster. Wetherefore used a softer 3σ-riterion to inlude it into the A1775B subluster.Figures 2 and 3 show our estimated values for the main luster parameters: the deviations ofthe radial veloities of the luster member galaxies from the mean radial veloity of the luster; theintegrated distribution of the number of galaxies as a funtion of the squared lusterentri distane(to better illustrate the identi�ation of the luster ore, the outer boundary of the luster halo, andthe region dominated by a uniform environment�the linear portion of the relation); the positionsof the galaxy in the sky plane; the distribution of radial veloities of all luster galaxies loatedwithin R200 (the orresponding Gaussian is shown) and that of the radial veloities of early-type



4Table 1. Cluster dataCluster properties A1775A A1775B
α (J2000) 13h42m41.s99 13h41m49.s14

δ (J2000) +26◦14′23.′′2 +26◦22′24.′′5

zh 0.065591 0.075138
czh, km/s 19664 22576
σ, km/s 324 ± 76 581 ± 74

R200, Mp 0.78 1.39
N200 18 62
M200, 1014 M⊙ 0.57 ± 0.40 3.28 ± 1.25

L200, 1012 L⊙ 1.99 ± 0.11 5.34 ± 0.05

M/LK , M⊙/L⊙ 29 ± 21 61 ± 24

LX(0.1 − 2.4 keV), 1044 erg/s − 1.6galaxies inside the same radius. The enter of the A1775B luster oinides with the brightest Dgalaxy UGC 08669. The enter of A1775A hosts the brightest elliptial galaxy of the luster, whihis loated lose to its entroid.Table 1 lists our estimates for the parameters of the lusters that we determined for the R200-radius region based on SDSS data supplemented by the radial veloity measurements adopted fromthe NED database. Here R200 is the radius of the virialized part of the luster where the massdensity is 200 times higher than the ritial density of the Universe. The luster mass inside theregion bounded by this radius is determined by the dispersion of galaxy veloities [16℄, whih welist in the Table (with the osmologial orretion (1 + z)−1 applied). The error of the inferredmass of the luster is determined by the error of veloity dispersion. Moreover, the table also liststhe total luminosities of the lusters omputed using galaxies with near-IR luminosities lower than
MK,lim = −21m, and the ratio of the inferred mass-to-IR luminosity. See [16℄ for a desription ofthe tehnique used to estimate the luminosities. The mass-to-IR luminosity ratio for A1775A andA1775B does not di�er signi�antly from the ratio that we earlier obtained [16℄ for a large sampleof lusters of galaxies. We adopt the 0.1�2.4 keV luminosity from [13℄. Our estimate for the massof the A1775B luster agrees well with the mass measured by Reiprih and B�ohringer [13℄ by theX-ray luminosity, M200 = 4.22+0.59

−0.40 × 1014 M⊙.
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Figure 2. Distribution of member galaxies in A1775A. The top left �gure shows the deviation of the radialveloities of the galaxies from the mean radial veloity of the luster as determined from the galaxies loatedinside the R200 radius. The horizontal dashed lines orrespond to the ±2.5σ deviations; the vertial dashedline indiates the radius R200; the dotted line is the Abell radius (2.143 Mp). Big irles indiate thegalaxies that are brighter than M
∗

K + 1 = −23
m

.29; the irles with a dot at the enter show early-typegalaxies; the plus signs are the bakground galaxies. The bottom left panel shows the integrated distributionof the number of galaxies as a funtion of the squared angular lusterentri distane. The irles orrespondto the symbols in the top left �gure and asterisks�to all �eld galaxies. The top right �gure shows the skydistribution of the galaxies represented in the top left �gure in equatorial oordinates (the same symbols areused). The irles indiate the R200- (dashes) and Abell-radius (dots) domains. The region studied isbounded by the irle of radius 45′ (the solid line). The large ross indiates the enter of the luster. Thebottom right �gure shows the distribution of the radial veloities of the luster member galaxies loatedwithin the R200 radius (the solid line is the Gaussian orresponding to this distribution) and of early-typegalaxies (the dashed line). The solid vertial line indiates the mean radial veloity of the luster.2.1. Parameters of Early-Type Galaxies as Measured with the 1-m Telesope of the SAO RASWe determined the photometri parameters of 19 galaxies in the sublusters studied by analyzingdiret Rc-band (Cron�Cousins system) images that we obtained using the 1-m telesope of the SAO



6Table 2. Parameters of early-type galaxies in A1775 as measured from Rc-band images taken with the 1-mtelesope Cluster α (J2000) δ zh czh mR Re µe nhhmmss ddmmss km/s mag. arse mag./⊓⊔′′A1775A 13 42 42.01+26 14 23.4 0.065362 19595 14.01 10.30 22.39 5.12 ± 0.4913 42 25.61+26 12 44.7 0.065767 19716 14.68 3.36 20.44 2.56 ± 0.1713 42 59.01+26 15 49.3 0.067281 20170 14.70 4.21 20.95 3.25 ± 0.3713 43 15.28+26 10 02.4 0.064738 19408 14.87 4.17 21.14 3.14 ± 0.3513 40 57.06+26 10 21.5 0.063339 18989 15.77 2.73 20.91 1.02 ± 0.0813 43 18.32+26 14 07.1 0.065951 19772 15.81 2.98 21.21 2.84 ± 0.3813 40 44.89+26 11 11.1 0.064471 19328 15.84 2.94 21.21 1.59 ± 0.2213 43 15.84+26 09 52.8 0.064203 19248 16.79 2.11 21.04 1.48 ± 0.99A1775B 13 41 49.14+26 22 24.5 0.075732 22704 13.48 27.24 23.72 4.78 ± 0.3313 41 50.46+26 22 13.0 0.069420 20812 14.25 9.26 22.18 4.35 ± 0.4113 40 56.59+26 29 12.2 0.075010 22487 14.68 6.75 22.09 2.99 ± 0.2513 42 02.84+26 21 38.2 0.075253 22560 15.36 4.23 21.73 4.24 ± 0.8113 42 05.13+26 34 49.3 0.075582 22659 15.66 2.61 20.73 2.32 ± 0.3813 41 55.13+26 20 35.7 0.073588 22061 15.99 2.13 20.45 2.01 ± 0.2513 42 18.28+26 19 20.2 0.075282 22569 16.15 2.61 21.23 2.08 ± 0.3013 41 50.60+26 21 10.6 0.075899 22754 16.17 2.39 21.04 1.54 ± 0.2013 42 09.78+26 33 44.8 0.074096 22213 16.25 2.42 21.09 2.26 ± 0.4913 43 17.28+26 19 43.2 0.077482 23229 16.30 2.61 21.35 1.18 ± 0.1713 42 02.46+26 20 43.2 0.075025 22492 16.44 2.04 20.83 1.71 ± 0.43RAS in April 1999. These images were obtained under intermediate seeing onditions of 1.′′65 (theFWHM of stellar-image pro�les). We used a 520 × 580 ISD015A CCD with pixel size of 18 × 24

µm2 orresponding to an angular size of (0.28 × 0.37)�
′′. The exposure time was equal to 500 s.We observed Landolt standard stars [18℄ several times during the night in order to establish thephotometri alibration.We used the MIDAS software pakage (Munih Image Data Analysis System) to redue the obser-vational data. We adopt a standard proedure of image redution: subtration of median dark frame,division by a �at �eld, and subtration of sky bakground approximated by a seond-order surfae.We then determine the asymptoti total magnitude of the galaxy via multiaperture photometryand use this magnitude to ompute the e�etive radius Re, ontaining half of the total luminosity
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Figure 3. Distribution of galaxies in A1775B. The layout and designations are the same as in Fig. 2 exeptfor the top left panel, where the horizontal dashed lines orrespond to ±3σ deviations.of the galaxy, and the e�etive surfae brightness µe at this radius. We determine the parameter nharaterizing the shape of the surfae-brightness pro�le by �tting the Sersi pro�le [19℄ R1/n (n = 4for the de Vauouleurs [20℄ pro�le) to the observed pro�le in the galatoentri radius interval from
3×FWHM out to the radius where the surfae brightness is equal to (24�25) mag./�′′. To deter-mine the distanes, we then orreted the resulting photometri parameters of galaxies Re, µe forseeing e�ets using the method desribed by Saglia et al. [21℄. This orretion is equal to 19% forthe galaxies with the e�etive radii smaller than 3′′. Hene, in this work we use model-independentgalaxy parameters (Re, µe) estimated by the total asymptoti magnitude and the model dependentvalue n.We list the results of our photometri measurements in Table 2. It gives the following observed(seeing orreted) parameters of galaxies: the number of the luster aording to the Abell atalog[14℄; its J2000 equatorial oordinates; helioentri redshift and radial veloity (aording to SDSSor NED); the total (asymptoti) magnitude; e�etive radius in arse; e�etive surfae brightnessat the e�etive radius, and parameter n of the Sersi pro�le with its error. We determined the



8observed parameters for the pair of the brightest giant galaxies in the A1775B luster by �tting theobserved pro�les to the Sersi pro�le.2.2. Parameters of Early-Type Galaxies Aording to the SDSS CatalogWe ompiled a sample of early-type galaxies in the A1775A and A1775B lusters based onthe data of the SDSS (DR6) atalog (r-band �lter). We seleted the galaxies in aordane withthe riteria desribed by Bernardi et al. [22℄ down to an extintion-orreted apparent Petrosianmagnitude of 17m.77. We supplemented these riteria by the onentration index of the galaxy inthis �lter. To redue the e�et of the errors while determining the stellar veloity dispersion in agalaxy, we only seleted the objets with σ greater than 100 km/s. Neither did we not use galaxieswith the e�etive radii smaller than 1′′, as no suh galaxies were found in A1775A, whereas theerrors of the galaxy parameters determination inrease with the dereasing size of the galaxy. Wefound a total of 21 and 32 galaxies inside the virialized regions of the lusters and inside the Abellradius (2.143 Mp in the adopted model), respetively. Table 3 lists the following parameters ofthe sample of early-type galaxies loated within the R200 radius: the J2000 equatorial oordinates;helioentri redshift and radial veloity; entral dispersion of stellar veloities σ; the parametersof the de Vauouleurs pro�le (the total magnitude and the e�etive radius multiplied by √

b/a);
fracDeVr ≥ 0.8, the quantity that haraterizes the ontribution of the de Vauouleurs bulge tothe surfae brightness pro�le of the galaxy; r90/r50 ≥ 2.6, the onentration index, whih is equalto the ratio of the radii ontaining 90% and 50% of the Petrosian �ux; eClass ≤ 0, the parameterharaterizing the spetrum of the galaxy: minus means that the spetrum exhibits no appreiableemission lines. The SDSS atalog gives wrong parameters for the (13h41m50.45s + 26◦22′13′′)galaxy and we therefore used our data (Table 2) for the e�etive radius and the r-band magnitudeto ompute the average surfae brightness (Setion 3): r = RÀ + 0.2936 × (r − i) + 0.1439 [23℄, forthe typial early-type galaxy olor of r − i = 0m.41.3. DETERMINATION OF THE RELATIVE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE SUBCLUSTERS INA1775Redshift-independent methods of the determination of distanes to objets (in our ase, to lus-ters of galaxies) are of fundamental importane in osmology. The distanes to the lusters ofgalaxies are often determined using the parameters of early-type galaxies, whih are the dominant



9Table 3. Parameters of early-type galaxies in A1775 aording to the SDSS atalogCluster α (J2000) δ zh czh σ mr Re fracDeVr r90/r50 eClasshhmmss ddmmss km/s km/s mag. arseA1775A 13 42 25.61+26 12 44.7 0.065767 19716 241 14.914 3.146 1.00 3.34 -0.12113 42 59.01+26 15 49.3 0.067281 20170 236 14.960 3.861 1.00 3.34 -0.12513 42 20.84+26 11 50.5 0.066127 19824 104 17.089 1.665 0.96 2.83 -0.12413 42 42.02+26 17 09.7 0.067674 20288 210 15.882 1.512 0.93 3.16 -0.13513 43 18.32+26 14 07.1 0.065951 19772 163 15.939 3.086 1.00 3.28 -0.13313 42 41.39+26 14 23.2 0.066392 19904 119 17.206 1.219 0.98 3.93 -0.091A1775B 13 41 50.45+26 22 13.0 0.069420 20812 300 14.510 9.260 - - -0.14313 42 05.13+26 34 49.3 0.075582 22659 191 15.719 2.364 1.00 3.11 -0.14113 42 26.23+26 32 12.6 0.076281 22868 112 15.984 5.828 1.00 2.96 -0.11913 42 18.28+26 19 20.2 0.075282 22569 165 16.329 2.411 1.00 3.19 -0.13613 42 09.78+26 33 44.8 0.074096 22213 149 16.349 2.230 1.00 2.88 -0.12813 42 02.46+26 20 43.2 0.075025 22492 170 16.584 1.655 1.00 3.02 -0.14313 41 38.90+26 28 47.3 0.076912 23058 172 16.665 1.197 0.94 2.69 -0.14113 42 50.81+26 16 40.5 0.073104 21916 155 16.677 1.456 1.00 3.29 -0.12013 41 13.43+26 29 33.2 0.073379 21998 107 16.987 1.509 0.98 2.84 -0.10013 42 57.45+26 25 30.0 0.073298 21974 111 16.698 2.080 1.00 2.98 -0.11213 42 02.30+26 10 42.7 0.074409 22307 102 17.215 1.598 1.00 2.84 -0.11313 42 00.48+26 18 38.1 0.078156 23431 135 17.273 1.140 0.97 2.82 -0.13013 40 42.35+26 24 38.1 0.075034 22495 166 17.344 1.369 1.00 3.25 -0.12913 41 29.16+26 10 08.1 0.076746 23008 117 17.375 1.903 0.84 2.67 -0.12313 41 56.48+26 27 16.4 0.073569 22055 110 17.599 1.335 1.00 2.70 -0.097population in the entral regions of lusters. Some of these parameters depend on the distane(e.g., radius or luminosity), whereas other parameters are distane independent (surfae brightnessor veloity dispersion). In this paper we use three methods, eah based on a ombination of theseparameters of early-type galaxies: the Kormendy relation [24℄, the photometri plane (PP) [25℄,and the fundamental plane (FP) [26℄.As we pointed out above, in ase of A1775 (a luster with a bimodal distribution of radialveloities) we have two alternatives: either the sublusters A1775A and A1775B are gravitationallybound, loated at the same distane, and make up a single large luster, or they are gravitationallyunbound independent lusters loated at di�erent distanes. In the latter ase they should obey theHubble law, whih relates radial veloity and distane. A detailed desription of the determination
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Figure 4. The Kormendy relation (left) and photometri plane (right) for early-type galaxies in A1775Aand A1775B aording to the data obtained with the 1-m telesope. The dashed and solid lines orrespondto the zero points of lusters A and B, respetively.of luster distanes via the Kormendy relation [24℄ an be found in [27℄. This relation for a largesample of galaxies has the form: log Re = 0.38µe + γ. Figure 4 (left) shows this relation as derivedfrom our observations of eight galaxies in A1775A and 11 galaxies in A1775B. We visually seletedthese galaxies in 1999 on the Palomar/Las Campanas Atlas of Nearby Galaxies images among thegalaxies with early-type morphologial harateristis and with then known radial veloities. The x-axis gives the seeing-orreted observed log Re in arseonds. The y-axis gives the surfae-brightnessvalues with the osmologial orretion 10 log(1+z) applied. The K-orretion and the evolutionaryorretion at the redshifts z onsidered are approximately equal in the absolute value, but haveopposite signs. We derive the following zero points prior to applying the magnitude orretion:
γA = −7.389 (rms = 0.148), N = 8; γB = −7.470 (rms = 0.088), N = 11. The di�erene betweenthese zero points is γAB = +0.081 ± 0.058. When orreted for the dependene of the residualsfrom this relation on galaxy magnitudes the zero points beome γA = −7.372 (rms = 0.087) and
γB = −7.458 (rms = 0.072). The zero-point di�erene is γAB = +0.086 ± 0.038. This di�ereneshould be equal to 0.059 if the two subsystems obeyed the Hubble law.The photometri plane an be derived from the fundamental plane for early-type galaxies usingthe photometrially measured parameter n haraterizing the form of the Sersi pro�le instead ofthe spetrosopially measured parameter�the entral veloity dispersion of stars in the galaxy. A



11photometri plane was derived, e.g., in the paper by Graham [25℄. To derive our Rc-band photo-metri plane, we use the photometri parameters Re and µe measured by Kopylov and Kopylova[28℄ for 12 early-type galaxies on the images taken with the 6-m telesope of the SAO RAS under 1′′seeing onditions. We determine the parameter n from the surfae-brightness pro�le. These datayield the following photometri plane: log Re = 0.52(±0.130) log n + 0.29(±0.03)µe + γ, whih weshow in Fig. 4 (right). We derived the following zero points for the two subsystems in A1775:
γA = −5.712 (rms = 0.108), N = 8; γB = −5.769 (rms = 0.083), N = 11. The di�erene betweenthese zero points is γAB = +0.057 ± 0.045.The SDSS data, whih are available for a greater number of galaxies in the A1775A and A1775Blusters, allow us to more aurately estimate the zero points (i.e., the distanes to the lusters) us-ing the fundamental plane, beause the statistial auray depends on the number of galaxies. Toderive the parameters of the fundamental plane, we ompute the average e�etive surfae brightnessby the following formula: < µe >= r + 2.5 log(2πR2

e) − 10 log(1 + z). We redue the entral velo-ity dispersion σ and the e�etive radius to a irular aperture as desribed by Bernardi et al. [29℄.Figure 5 shows the fundamental plane for the seleted early-type galaxies loated inside the Abellradius. Larger symbols indiate the galaxies loated inside the R200 radius. Diret regressionon log Re, whih Bernardi et al. [30℄ derived for 9000 galaxies of the SDSS atalog, has the form
log Re = 1.17 log σ + 0.30 < µe > +γ. We derived the following zero points for the sublustersin A1775 for the R200 and Abell radii (in the parentheses): γA = −8.130 (−8.129) (rms =

0.050 (0.088)), N = 6 (13); γB = −8.202 (−8.206) (rms = 0.090 (0.086)), N = 15 (19). Thedi�erene of the zero points is equal to γAB = +0.072 ± 0.030(+0.077 ± 0.031). As a result, boththe diret and orthogonal regressions [30℄ yield an R200 value of γAB = +0.060 ± 0.021, i.e., thedistanes to the two sublusters di�er by about 3σ.Hene, all the distane-estimation methods imply, albeit with di�erent auray, that the sub-lusters in A1775 do not form a single bound system separated from the Hubble �ow, but areindependent lusters. We also determine the average peuliar veloities of A1775A and A1775Borresponding to the deviations of their log Re from the zero points of diret and orthogonal re-gression, whih are equal to �8.046 and �8.763, respetively. We determine the orresponding zeropoints based on the data for 423 early-type galaxies in the region of the Ursa Major superluster [31℄with log Re > 0, log σ > 100 km/s, and Mr > −20m. The average peuliar veloities of the nearestand farthest lusters (A1775A and A1775B) inferred from galaxies loated within R200 are equal to
(+751 ± 504) and (−99 ± 866) km/s, respetively.
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Figure 5. Fundamental plane for early-type galaxies in the A1775A and A1775B lusters (aording toSDSS DR6 data) loated within the Abell radius. Larger symbols show the galaxies loated within the R200radius. Their parameters are listed in Table 3.4. CONCLUSIONSThe A1775 luster has many interesting peuliarities. Firstly, it has a bimiodal distributionof radial veloities (Fig. 1), whih indiates that the luster atually ontains two sublusters.Seondly, the luster hosts at its enter an unusually lose pair of radio galaxies: one of them isthe brightest galaxy in the luster and it is loated near the X-ray enter of A1775B, whereas theveloity of the seond radio galaxy, whih has a long radio tail, is intermediate between the radialveloities of the two sublusters. We onsider this seond radio galaxy to be a member of A1775Bbeause of lear evidene indiative of its interation with both the brightest galaxy and with thehot gas in the enter of A1775B.In this paper we attempted to �nd out whether the sublusters are gravitationally bound to eahother by estimating the distane between these lusters. We measured the Rc-band photometriparameters (mR, µe, log Re, n) for 19 early-type galaxies in the sublusters A1775A and A1775Bon the CCD frames that we took with the 1-m telesope of the SAO RAS. We used these datato derive the Kormendy relation and photometri plane for early-type galaxies. We also used thedata from the SDSS DR6 atalog to determine the prinipal parameters of the lusters onsideredand the parameters of the r-band fundamental plane for early-type galaxies. The distanes tothe lusters measured using three methods allowed us to determine the dynami state of A1775and estimate the peuliar veloities of its subsystems. We onlude that A1775 onsists of twoindependent sublusters loated at di�erent Hubble distanes. Note also that given their radial-
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